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Abstract This paper introduces a new data set and establishes a set of basic facts and
patterns regarding the ‘trade’ that countries fight about under WTO dispute settlement.
It characterizes the scope of products, as well as the levels of and changes to the trade
values, market shares, volumes, and prices for those goods that eventually become
subject to WTO litigation. The first result is striking heterogeneity in the level of market
access at stake across disputes: e.g., 14% of cases over disputed import products feature
bilateral trade that is less than $1 million per year, and another 15% feature bilateral
trade that is more than $1 billion per year. Nevertheless, some strong patterns emerge
from a more detailed examination of the data. Both high- and low-income complainants
tend to suffer important losses in foreign market access in the products that ultimately
become subject to dispute. Furthermore, while the respondent’s imposition of an
allegedly WTO-inconsistent policy is associated with reductions, on average, to trade
values, volumes and exporter-received prices, there is some evidence of differences in
the size of these changes across both the different types of policies under dispute and
the potential exporter country litigants. Finally, these different types of policies under
dispute can have dissimilar trade effects for the complainant relative to other (noncomplainant) exporters of the disputed product, and this is likely to affect the litigation
allegiance of third countries.
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1 Introduction
WTO dispute settlement inherently concerns a complainant country’s protection of its
foreign market access interests. Nevertheless, what ‘trade’ are countries fighting over
when they utilize this extremely high profile system? To begin, are disputes mainly
about the restoration of lost market access after a country has implemented a new
WTO-inconsistent policy? Or are disputes an attempt to reach expected levels of market
access that have yet to be realized because a member has so far failed to change a policy
so as to bring it into compliance with new WTO commitments or obligations?
Furthermore, are the trade flows under dispute large or small, and relative to what
benchmarks and counterfactuals? Do disputes concern changes in trade volumes, or are
they about adverse implications for prices, and thus the international terms of trade?
Does this depend on the countries involved? Is it affected by the types of policies being
challenged, such as whether the policy is applied to all, or only some, trading partners?
While political-economic research on the WTO’s dispute settlement system has
increased prolifically, surprisingly little is known about even the basic characteristics
of the levels of and changes to exports and imports of the disputed products that
catalyze WTO members’ use of the system. The purpose of this paper is to begin to
address this particular void by providing an examination of the trade involved in the
first 17 years of WTO litigation. We establish a set of basic facts regarding the trade
content of the observed WTO dispute settlement caseload, we use the patterns to raise
questions for future research, and our approach is structured to provide two main
contributions to the political-economic literature.
Our first contribution is to construct a new database that maps information on the
policies that trigger WTO disputes to product-level trade data so as to potentially learn
from more precise measures of market access. This mapping includes three important
elements that, to our knowledge, have not yet been fully exploited by the literature: i)
information on the timing of the respondent’s policy change which triggered the
dispute, which is frequently different from what we argue is the less informative timing
of the complainant’s initiation of the dispute; ii) the different types of WTO-violating
policies imposed, and iii) the different trading partners directly impacted by the
respondent’s policy change.
The first element has implications for what can be inferred from data on the levels of
and changes to bilateral trade flows. For the second and third elements, we also
distinguish between respondent policies applied in a way that can negatively affect
all trading partners – what we term ‘global’ policies – versus policies applied in a way
that negatively affect only selected trading partners – what we term ‘partial’ policies.
‘Global’ policies – such as WTO-inconsistent application of an internal tax, subsidy, or
other regulation that is nevertheless imposed on a most-favored-nation (MFN)
conforming basis – discriminate between import-competing domestic firms and all
foreign producers of the disputed products, implying that other, non-complainant
trading partners also face the same policy. On the other hand, ‘partial’ policies – such
as application of a WTO-inconsistent antidumping or countervailing duty or preference
scheme – also discriminate between different foreign producers. In these disputes, some
trading partners do not face the policy and may benefit from it being imposed on
foreign peers, resulting in economic interests that are more in line with the respondent
than the complainant.
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Our second contribution is to provide an empirical approach that is simple and
transparent. It can be easily replicated, refined, extended and used in other applications.
An important goal of this work is to provide a characterization of observed trade
patterns that might motivate its inclusion in future theoretically-motivated research.
However, so as to make the source of our results clear, we generally refrain from
imposing onto the analysis any particular modeling structure or additional set of
assumptions. We establish facts based on both summary statistics and information from
the full distribution of the disputed product trade data arising under the useable WTO
caseload. And while we provide potential explanations for observed patterns in order to
motivate avenues for additional research, for the most part we use only basic economic
theory to interpret our results.1
Our formal analysis allows us to report market access characteristics of nearly threequarters of all WTO disputes initiated between 1995 and 2011. We focus on disputes
that allege WTO-inconsistent market access policies that affect product-level imports
and find that WTO dispute settlement proceedings scrutinized nearly $1 trillion in
imports over this period. This works out to an average of $55 billion per year, or
roughly 0.5% of the level of world imports in 2011. Furthermore, of the subsample of
WTO member challenges to import-restricting policies, we find that more than threequarters of the disputes can be linked to observed policy changes. This suggests that
complainants are typically concerned with the restoration of lost market access. In the
aggregate for these disputes, and without controlling for other factors that are also likely
to impact trade flows, imports in the disputed products turn out to be $60 billion less in
the year after the disputed policy change relative to their levels in the year prior to the
change. Combined, these two sets of aggregated statistics suggest there are economically meaningful trade and market access interests directly at stake in WTO disputes.
And these measures do not even attempt to consider the many undoubtedly important
indirect market access implications of WTO jurisprudence and the resulting ‘shadow of
the law.’
Next, in terms of our detailed analysis across disputes, our most remarkable result is
that the levels of bilateral trade in disputed products subject to the underlying formal
WTO litigation are extremely heterogeneous in size and scope. First, roughly 14% of
these disputes involve bilateral (complainant-respondent) trade in disputed products of
less than $1 million per year, while another 15% of disputes involve bilateral trade in
disputed products of more than $1 billion per year. To put the scale into some
perspective, the frequency of small stakes disputes is somewhat striking given that
private sector costs associated with litigating even the most straightforward dispute to a
basic Panel Report start at roughly $250,000. Second, nearly 20% of the disputes have
a complainant focused on the market access of one product at a time, whereas another
20% of the disputes feature a complainant challenging a policy that is so broad that it
affects over 50 different products at once. Combined, these facts seem to imply that
WTO disputes can arise anywhere and may be difficult for political-economic research
to ultimately explain.
1
We do not examine any data on outcomes of WTO dispute settlement, and our comparisons are drawn only
from the product markets that are subject to actual WTO disputes. Therefore, we limit our discussion to what
can be learned from such an exercise, and we deliberately attempt not to extrapolate from our results to inform
understanding of policies imposed by WTO members that have gone unchallenged by formal dispute
settlement.
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Yet even with this apparently overwhelming evidence of heterogeneity in the
distributions of the scope of products and levels of market access under dispute,
sensible patterns emerge from a more detailed examination of the data. For example,
once we condition on disputes that involve allegations of policy changes – as opposed
to allegations of the failure to change policies to bring them into compliance with the
terms of the WTO Agreements – there are economically meaningful inter-temporal
changes to the trade variables associated with the timing of the imposition of the
(allegedly WTO-inconsistent) policy for both high- and low-income complainant
countries. And while it is not surprising that disputes with high income complainants
involve levels of disputed product trade and market access that are larger in value
terms, low-income complainants also suffer significant foreign market access losses in
the products under dispute when measured as shares or as growth rates.
In addition to a standard examination of the value of trade under dispute, we exploit
the product-level nature of our data to decompose the changes in the value of trade
associated with the imposition of disputed policies to the relative changes occurring in
trade volumes and prices. How prices change in response to policy changes may be
particularly important given the terms-of-trade theory of trade agreements (Bagwell and
Staiger 2002), which suggests that trade agreements – and by extension, litigation that
challenges policy changes occurring under such agreements – may help governments
refrain from implementing levels of import protection that are ‘excessive’ in that they
impose externality costs on trading partners. Externalities can arise through the exertion
of market power, and there is increasing empirical evidence that the terms-of-trade
theory has critical implications for how countries conduct their import policy, both
outside and inside the WTO system.2 And while our evidence of patterns in the
exporter-received price data is admittedly weaker than our other results, partially due
to the standard problems associated with reliance on price data constructed from unit
values, we argue that the evidence is sufficiently suggestive to warrant treating WTO
dispute settlement as a useful environment in which to further examine implications of
this theory for government policy choices.
In particular, our results suggest differences across disputes depending on whether
the alleged policy being challenged was a ‘global’ versus a ‘partial’ policy, in terms of
how the respondent applied the policy to non-complainant trading partners. While we
find little statistical difference in the levels of respondent imports from complainants in
disputes between the two different sets of policies, there is some evidence of differences
to changes in exports to the respondent depending on the type of policy under dispute.
In particular, we find that global policies under dispute are associated with smaller
reductions in import values and volumes and potentially larger reductions in the
complainant’s export-received prices when compared to disputes associated with partial
policies.
As a final step we use our approach to make comparisons between complainant and
non-complainant exporters of the disputed product to the respondent country for the
‘global’ types of disputes in which the respondent’s policy was applied to all trading
partners. We find that relative to non-complainants, complainants have larger exports
2
See, for example, Broda, Limão and Weinstein (2008), Bagwell and Staiger (2011), Ludema and Mayda
(2013), and Bown and Crowley (2013). Bagwell and Staiger (2002) provide a book-length treatment of the
terms-of-trade theory and its implication for trade agreements.
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and market share. Likewise, among all exporters of the disputed product to the
respondent, many of which could have alternatively initiated the dispute, complainants
experience the strongest impact of the policy imposition to changes in their export
values, volumes, market shares, and prices. This raises the question of whether their
substantial market access at stake helps them overcome the collective active problem
and free-riding (Olson 1965) that might otherwise inhibit dispute initiation. Finally, we
also find that complainants in these disputes are typically the low-priced exporter of the
disputed products in the respondent’s market.
Why is it important to characterize the levels of and changes to the market access
that trigger WTO disputes? One motivation is that, to our knowledge, even this
relatively straightforward construction of basic facts has not yet been undertaken.
And while research examining WTO dispute settlement is increasing, attempts to
synthesize key insights from the prior empirical literature, especially with regard to
questions related to the market access under dispute, prove elusive.
A second motivation is that our results add to a growing body of research examining
various aspects of the WTO’s dispute settlement process. First, our results have the
potential to inform the rapidly expanding theoretical literature that examines the role of
dispute settlement provisions in models that treat the WTO as an incomplete contract,
recent examples of which include Maggi and Staiger (2011, 2013, forthcoming) and
Staiger and Sykes (2013).3 Second, most of the early research on dispute settlement was
empirical and only loosely guided by theory. It typically sought evidence of correlations between some potential determinant of interest – such as a country or industrylevel characteristic – and measures of activity related to WTO (and GATT-era) disputes.
Measures of this activity have included examination of determinants of the decision to
initiate or engage in disputes (e.g., Horn, Mavroidis, and Nordstrom 2005; Bown
2004a, 2005a, b; Guzman and Simmons 2005; Davis and Bermeo 2009; Johns and
Pelc 2013) as well as the determinants of dispute settlement outcomes. With respect to
the question of outcomes, our product-level data may help inform further research into
both the determinants of the legal outcomes – such as settlement versus continued
litigation and rulings (e.g., Busch and Reinhardt 2001, 2003; Reynolds 2009) – as well
as the economic outcomes – such as potential changes in trade flows resulting from the
dispute (e.g., Bown 2004b, c).4
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the
general trends in usage of the WTO dispute settlement system over time, and it details
the characteristics of the policies under WTO dispute that help narrow the focus of the
rest of the paper. Section 3 introduces our variable construction and data mapping
exercise and presents our baseline set of results on the characteristics of bilateral
(complainant-respondent) trade values, volumes, prices, and market shares of the
products under dispute, as well as potential differences for high-income versus lowincome users of the system. Section 4 further refines the analysis to examine potential
differences in the bilateral trade under dispute in ‘global’ versus ‘partial’ policy cases,
3

Other theoretical contributions to the literature on enforcement, trade agreements, and WTO dispute
settlement include Beshkar (2010a,b) and Park (2011).
4
Some attempts to summarize results of this empirical literature can be found in Bown (2009, chapter 4),
Busch and Reinhardt (2002), and Davis (2012). Busch and Pelc (forthcoming) survey research on the crosscountry concerns over limited legal capacity affecting WTO dispute settlement.
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as well as differences between complainant and non-complainant exporters of the
disputed product to the respondent in these cases. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Macro-level facts about WTO disputes and policies being challenged
This section provides a brief introduction to the aggregate-level data on WTO disputes
that were initiated between 1995 and 2011, before turning to a characterization and
discussion of the types of policies being challenged.
2.1 A brief introduction to WTO disputes over time and across countries
WTO members made 427 separate requests for consultations under the dispute settlement provisions between 1995 and 2011. Figure 1 illustrates the number of disputes
initiated per year according to two different case-based definitions and by two incomebased categories within each definition. The first of the stacked bars refers to the
standard WTO case-based definition. The second is a refined version of a case that both
eliminates redundant filings – i.e., multiple disputes between the same two countries
over the same issue – and takes all disputes with multiple complainants and strips them
into bilateral (i.e., single complainant-respondent) pairs. This bilateral pairing definition
is one that is common in the literature and which we adopt because it is particularly
appropriate for our empirical analysis which seeks to characterize the bilateral trading
relationships for the products under WTO dispute.5
Figure 1 reveals that these two definitions of dispute initiation not only result
(coincidentally) in the same total number of disputes over this period, but the overall
heights of the 2 sets of bars indicate that they also follow the same basic time trend. Our
focus throughout the paper will rely exclusively on the second definition. We note from
the figure that the volume of disputes has declined dramatically over time, with a sharp
break around the turn of the millennium. Between 1995 and 2000, countries initiated an
average of 27.8 disputes per year, whereas between 2001 and 2011 they initiated an
average of nearly 10 fewer (18.2) disputes per year. Nevertheless, Fig. 1 also indicates a
slight increase in the relative share of cases initiated by low-income countries over time.
This is partially due to a more consistent absolute number of low-income country initiated
cases, and a sharp drop-off of high-income country initiated cases in the period after 2000.
2.2 Which policies do WTO disputes challenge
Next we describe the types of policies that WTO members typically challenge under formal
dispute settlement. We provide three related characterizations of the policies under dispute
which subsequently help us structure our formal empirical analysis: i) whether the policies
affect particular imported products, as opposed to general import conditions, services
imports, or even exports; ii) whether the policies were newly imposed or ‘old’ in the sense
that the respondent failed to sufficiently reform them in order to bring them into compliance
5

Beginning with the 427 disputes initiated over 1995–2011 according to the standard WTO definition, an
expansion that accounts for multiple complainants results in 455 bilateral pairs of countries engaged in those
disputes. However, the elimination of redundant filings coincidentally reduces the total to 427 disputes under
the bilateral-pairs definition over this period.
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with new commitments in the agreement; and iii) whether the policies are applied on a
‘global’ or ‘partial’ basis – i.e., whether the respondent’s alleged policy is applied to all of its
trading partners or if some are excluded.
Table 1 provides a detailed summary of the breakdown of policies challenged under
WTO dispute settlement cases during the 1995–2011 period that we describe in the
next three subsections.
2.2.1 Policies that affect imported products versus general imports, services, or exports
Begin with Table 1 and our working definition of a WTO dispute. Under the bilateral
(complainant-respondent) pair, non-redundant characterization, there were 427 initiations taking place between 1995 and 2011. Our first step is to separate the dispute
settlement caseload into alleged WTO-inconsistent policies that affect exports versus
those that affect imports. We find 41 disputes that affect exports, and thus we focus our
analysis on the remaining 386 WTO disputes that address import policies, noting that
these make up 90.4% of all disputes.6
6

Specifically, we classify all disputes over alleged export subsidies, or violations of the Agreement on
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures Article 3.1(a), as disputes over policies affecting exports, under the
assumption that the complainant is concerned with the subsidy’s impact on common exported products to
third-country markets. We also classify as export policy disputes the much smaller number of cases over
export restrictions, such as the disputes filed in 2009 against Chinese export restrictions on raw materials. The
complainants in these disputes argued that Chinese export restrictions increased world prices for these
commodities while at the same time subsidizing Chinese producers that use these as inputs. Although such
policies are also likely to have market access implications for foreign producers (e.g., complainant exporters)
in China by raising their input costs for raw materials, the resulting market access at stake would be in
downstream (user) products, such as steel, and not the raw material inputs. Examination of the downstream
market access implications of such policies requires input–output mapping and data on the specific downstream products affected by the export restrictions on the inputs. While it would be interesting to examine both
these types of (excluded) disputes as well as an extended analysis of our import policy (included) disputes to
assess their indirect and downstream market access implications, such an exercise is beyond the scope of the
current paper.
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Table 1 WTO dispute characterization, 1995-2011
Number of
disputes
Total WTO disputes (bilateral pair, non-redundant definition)
Disputes over policies that primarily affect exports
Disputes over policies that primarily affect imports
Disputes over policies that primarily affect services imports
Disputes over policies that primarily affect goods imports
Disputes over policies that affect general imports
(no specific products listed)
Disputes over policies that target imported products

Share of total
disputes (%)

427

100.0

–41

–9.6

386

90.4

–11

–2.6

375

87.8

–67

–15.7

308

72.1

–68

–15.9

240

56.2

Disputes over such policy changes in which the alleged WTO violation
is due to a ‘global’ policy, negatively affecting all exporters

95

22.2

Disputes over such policy changes in which the alleged WTO violation
is due to a ‘partial’ policy, negatively affecting only some exporters

145

34.0

Disputes over policies in which the allegation is that they
were not reformed (i.e., “no policy change”)
Disputes over policies that target imported products in which the
allegation is that newly-imposed policy is WTO-inconsistent

Note: See text for definitions

In general, we note that there are a number of research contexts in which it may be
important to treat disputes over export policies differently from disputes over import
policies. For example, below we use the primary litigants’ (complainant-respondent)
bilateral trade data in disputed products to reveal market access implications for disputes
over policies that affect imports. An examination of this same bilateral (complainantrespondent) trade data is not likely to reveal comparably useful market access information
for those disputes over policies that affect exports. Because the threat to a complainant’s
market access arises through competition in a common third country market in those
disputes, data from an alternative importing country’s market may be required.
Second, we identify challenges to services imports as opposed to goods imports.
Once we strip out the 11 disputes that confront services policies and to which we
cannot map disaggregated, product-level trade data, we are left with 375 disputes, or
87.8% of the total caseload.
Our third and final step at this stage is to strip away the disputes that concern general
challenges to a WTO member’s legislation and that do not necessarily concern the
application of a policy to any particular product(s). Examples include challenges to the
United States’ Antidumping Act of 1916, United States’ Section 337 of its 1930 Trade
Act, and United States’ Sections 301–310 of the Trade Act 1974. After eliminating 67
such disputes, we are left with 308 WTO disputes, which make up 72.1% of the
original caseload.7

7

These 67 cases also include all of the violations over the WTO’s intellectual property rights agreement
(TRIPS); these disputes can be associated with lack of protection for a wide variety of services (i.e., movie and
sound recordings) in addition to merchandise (i.e., pharmaceuticals and chemicals) products.
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The remaining 308 bilateral disputes contain challenges to a respondent’s allegedly
WTO-inconsistent import-restricting policy that we can subsequently map to productlevel trade data as described in Section 3 below. These disputes make up the baseline
sample used in the estimation.
2.2.2 Newly imposed policies or failure to reform policies so as to bring them into WTO
compliance
Our next step is to split WTO disputes into two further categories based on whether we
are able to trace them to a newly-imposed policy. Some WTO disputes cannot be linked
to implementation of a new policy and instead are triggered by the failure to reform a
policy so as to bring it into compliance with what the complainant alleges are that
trading partner’s commitments or obligations as a member of the WTO. Table 1 reveals
that while most of these 308 disputes concern changes to import-restricting policies,
there are a significant number of disputes (68) over which the main allegation is that the
respondent failed to reform a policy.
We make this characterization because it is likely important for making inferences
about market access interests from directly observable trade data. For disputes challenging observable policy changes, there is arguably a period before the imposition of
the policy during which the respondent was not violating its WTO commitments or
obligations. For these types of disputes, examination of the trade data from prior to
policy implementation may provide information on the level of a respondent country’s
market access commitment, and the size of the trade at stake for the complainant and
other potential exporting countries. However, disputes that challenge the failure to
reform ‘old’ policies do not have such a period in which a WTO-consistent policy was
in effect. In these disputes, examination of the trade data may only provide a lower
bound for the market access commitment of the respondent, as well as the potential
trade interests of the complainant.
2.2.3 Global versus partial policies and respondent’s treatment of non-complainant
exporters
A final characterization of the WTO data is based on whether the policy under dispute
was applied by the respondent in such a way that can negatively affect all of its trading
partners – defined here as a ‘global’ policy – versus a policy applied in such a way that
negatively affects only selected trading partners – defined here as a ‘partial’ policy.
Examples of global policies would be a WTO-inconsistent application of an internal
tax, subsidy, or regulation imposed on an MFN-conforming basis. Examples of partial
policies would be a WTO-inconsistent application of an antidumping or countervailing
duty or trade preference scheme.
While this characterization has parallels to whether the main WTO issue is an
alleged violation of national treatment (global policies) or MFN treatment (partial
policies), we note that our subjective data characterization is based on only a judgment
from policy information of how the respondent applied its allegedly WTO-inconsistent
policy vis-à-vis non-complainant exporters. The characterization is not based, for
example, on whether the complainant’s formal allegation arising in the dispute refers
to a claim under GATT 1947 Article I (MFN Treatment) versus Article III (National
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Treatment).8 Furthermore, our characterization also does not rely on an ex post
empirical assessment of observed changes to the trade flow data arising from the
import policy.
Table 1 indicates that of the 240 disputes that involve the respondent making a policy
change that was allegedly WTO-inconsistent, roughly 60% involved partial policies and
40% involved global policies. We ultimately utilize this characterization to empirically
examine two different questions exploiting variation across the WTO dispute caseload.
The first question is whether there are differences in the changes in bilateral
(complainant-respondent) trade flows associated with ‘global’ versus ‘partial’ policy
disputes. Specifically, are there differences in changes to trade values, volumes, and
prices, depending on whether the policy is imposed in a way that affects all versus only
a selective set of other exporters of the disputed product? All else equal, theory would
suggest the size of the trade effects in partial policy disputes would be larger because
those policies are more targeted toward specific (complainant) exporting country trade
by definition.
The second question is whether these different policies under dispute also result in
additional differences between complainant and third party (non-complainant) exports
of the disputed product to the respondent. In disputes over a ‘global’ policy, the
economic interests of the third countries should be aligned with the complainant, and
economic theory would predict export volumes and prices to move in the same
direction as they move for the complainant’s exports. In disputes over a ‘partial’ policy,
economic theory would predict a form of trade diversion (Viner 1950) – i.e., that the
third country exporters that were excluded from a new import restriction would have
export volumes and prices that move in the opposite direction than those of the
complainant. These third party exporters are likely to have economic interests more
aligned with import-competing producers in the respondent country (at least for that
particular product under dispute) than with exporters in the complainant country.

3 WTO Disputes: The scope of product coverage, trade flows, and market shares
This section examines the international trade associated with WTO disputes initiated
between 1995 and 2011. We first describe our approach to defining variables before
implementing that approach and investigating our questions of interest.
3.1 Variable definition, construction, and underlying data
We begin by identifying the set of disputed products at the Harmonized System’s 6digit (HS-06) level from policies described in WTO dispute settlement documentation
and other national government sources,9 which we then match against import data at the
8

Such a reference would not be possible for all of the disputes in our sample given that not all of them move
beyond the consultations stage to the formal Panel stage in which complainants must fully articulate their
allegations of respondent misconduct. Furthermore, the two allegations are also not mutually exclusive. For a
discussion of some of the key economic aspects of National Treatment in the GATT and WTO, see Horn
(2006). For a discussion of the role of MFN Treatment, see Horn and Mavroidis (2001).
9
For disputes involving allegations of WTO-inconsistent use of antidumping, countervailing duties, and safeguards,
we also rely on information from the World Bank’s Temporary Trade Barriers Database (Bown 2013).
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HS-06 level from UN Comtrade made available via the World Bank’s World Integrated
Trade Solution (WITS) database. The HS-06 level is the most disaggregated level of
imports that is consistently defined across countries, and in any given year in our
sample there are slightly more than 5000 such products potentially imported by any
country.10 While our approach is also capable of handling the many disputes that take
place at higher levels of aggregation than the HS-06 level, it is necessarily imperfect in
that it will tend to overstate the dollar value of trade at stake for a few disputes in which
the respondent country’s alleged policy was applied at its more narrowly-defined (e.g.,
HS-08 or HS-10) level of aggregation.
We construct and examine a number of different measures characterizing the
bilateral data for the international trade under dispute. We first define each variable
of interest here; more detailed information on each variable is included in the
Appendix.
Our first variables characterize the scope of products and the levels of import market
access for the products subsequently under dispute. The scope of products is defined as
the count of HS-06 product codes and may be used to proxy for the range of a particular
policy in order to assess how difficult to overcome would be the collective action
problem involved in, say, politically organizing affected firms both within and across
potential complainant countries (Olson 1965).
Next, we characterize market access levels so as to also allow for potential
bilateral variation by considering the respondent country’s imports from complainants, third parties, and non-participants. One measure is simply the value
of bilateral imports of the disputed product in constant (2005) US dollars. An
alternative measure that helps normalize issues related to importing country size
is the bilateral share of the respondent’s import market for the disputed product.
Finally, in some applications we also examine the relative levels of exporterreceived prices; i.e., prices (unit values) for the respondent’s imports of the
disputed products from different exporting countries.11,12
Our second set of variables characterize how these bilateral trade indicators change
alongside the timing of the respondent country’s imposition of an allegedly WTO10

Cross-country comparisons of counts of products beyond the HS-06 level are not meaningful because
countries have discretion in how to establish their HS-08, HS-10 (etc.) lines.
11
We define unit values as the ratio of the constant dollar value of disputed imports to the volume of disputed
imports, with volume data defined in kilograms from UN Comtrade made available via WITS. In order to
make this variable meaningful across disputes that have different products, we report these bilateral data
relative to the average unit value of imports for the disputed products. As a specific example, let M(Vijk) be
respondent i’s volume (value) of imports of disputed product k from exporting
! country j.!We
! then define the
 
V
∑V i jk = ∑M i jk
relative unit value between i and j of product k as pi jk ≡ Miijkjk =
. In the analysis
j

j

below, we use this variable to describe potential differences in the price of respondent imports when exporting
country j is the complainant versus when exporting country j is an interested third party or even a nonparticipant in the formal dispute.
12
Note that because trade volumes are not always reported in the HS-06 data from UN Comtrade, we are able
to calculate unit values for only 84% of our sample of disputes alleging newly imposed policies. Logit-based
tests suggest that missing volume data may not be randomly distributed across 2-digit HS Chapter, with
products from the stone and glassware HS sections, for example, being more likely than others to have missing
data on volumes. However, this should not bias our results given that only five of the 308 disputes in our
sample involved these products. Similar tests for potential differences of availability of volume data across
different respondent (importing) countries reveal no evidence of bias.
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violating policy. Before describing the construction of these change variables, we
define the critical year around which we choose to benchmark these changes, and we
describe the logic behind this choice.
We make two arguments that the critical year of interest for our exercise is
the year of the imposition of the allegedly WTO-inconsistent policy rather than
the year in which the complainant initiates the WTO dispute.13 First, the
imposition of a WTO-inconsistent policy may immediately begin to distort the
conditions of competition and market access for the disputed product. Second,
attempts to attribute changes in market access conditions – e.g., import market
shares, values, volumes, or prices – associated with the changes in the policy
under dispute should be timed with the application of the policy itself because
the timing of the initiation of the dispute may be determined by a number of
other factors.
The first question raised by this particular timing characterization is how to
handle the 68 ‘no policy change’ disputes. These are disputes for which the
allegation is not that the respondent implemented a new WTO-inconsistent
policy, but that the respondent failed to reform a policy that was no longer
consistent with the new obligations taken on by joining the WTO. Our approach is to proceed in two steps. First, we report information from the year
prior to the initiation of the WTO dispute on the market access at stake in this
particular subsample of the caseload. However, we argue that even these data
elicit less information from which to draw inference. Second, and more importantly, we drop these disputes from the sample in which we examine details of
the inter-temporal changes to trade flows associated with the timing of implementation of WTO-inconsistent policies coming under dispute.
Consider next the subsample of WTO disputes triggered by a respondent’s
change to its policy, and thus for which there is data from both before and after
the disputed policy went into effect. Our questions of interest include whether
different inter-temporal changes in bilateral trade are associated with different
types of policies or participation decisions by countries across disputes. So as
to avoid partial year effects, we define variables that compare changes to the
import data from the first full year after the policy change went into effect
relative to the year prior to the policy change. We construct measures by
dispute for changes to the value of imports (in 2005 constant US dollars and
in percent changes), the percent change in the volume (quantity) of imports, the
percent change in prices (unit values), and the change in the respondent’s
import market share. Nevertheless, we do provide the additional caveat that
bilateral trade data at the product level can be quite volatile when measured at
the annual frequency, potentially for reasons that have little or nothing to do
with the imposition of any particular policy. While the results that we present
below do rely on data defined at the annual frequency, the qualitative pattern of
our basic results holds under alternative definitions of the data, such as use of
two-year averages.
13
The timing distinction matters empirically as in two-thirds of the disputes these two years are not the same;
one-quarter of the disputes in our sample are filed 1 to 2 years after the actual violation has occurred, while
other disputes are filed as many as 18 years after the alleged violation.
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Finally, the terms-of-trade theory suggests that changes to exporter-received prices
may be of central interest when examining the role of trade agreements, and by
extension, its dispute settlement procedures. Indeed, large importing countries with
market power may utilize trade agreements to neutralize their otherwise unilateral
incentives to implement policies that impose externalities on trading partners by lowering the prices that exporters receive for products sold. Our approach is to use the
variation across different types of disputes and across different exporting countries to
begin to investigate the potential impact of the disputed policies on exporter-received
prices. However, it is important to clarify that our measures of exporter-received prices
are unit values constructed from importer-reported data. While such data are more
reliable than exporter-reported data, they are compiled on a cost, insurance and freight
(c.i.f.) basis and thus include the insurance and freight costs that accrue in getting the
product from the exporter to the importer’s (respondent’s) border. For our analysis below
that examines changes to these unit prices over time, our estimates will be unaffected by
any across-product differences in levels of these freight and insurance costs, provided any
cost differentials do not change substantially during the years around the policy change.14
3.2 WTO disputes and the levels and scope of imported products
First consider the trade statistics for the 308 WTO disputes involving import policies
that can be mapped to HS-06 products. We identify potential heterogeneity across the
broad caseload through examination of three different variables related to the disputed
imports: the scope of product coverage, the potential dollar value of impacted trade
flows, and the bilateral import market shares.
A significant share of WTO disputes involve small amounts of trade and few
products, while a significant share also involve large amounts of trade and many
products.
Figure 2 presents our first important result which is evidence of vast heterogeneity in
bilateral imports between the complainant and respondent across disputes. The distributions of both product counts and the value of trade in bilateral disputes are both
monotonically decreasing, with extremely long tails (truncated in the Figure). First,
17.2% of cases covered only one HS-06 product, and 14.0% of cases involved annual
bilateral trade in disputed products that covered less than $1 million per year.15 Such a
14
It is important to note in our penultimate section that provides a comparison of price levels across exporters of
products under dispute that we cannot rule out that differences arise due to c.i.f. differences across export sources.
15
There are 17 disputes, or roughly 6% of this sample, for which bilateral trade in the disputed product is zero in the
year prior to the alleged policy violation under dispute. We are generally able to rule out the potential concern that
these are disputes with sizeable imports that are simply being unreported in the data, perhaps due to miscoding of the
disputed products. For example, in 8 of these disputes, the data reveal positive respondent imports in the disputed
product from some other exporting country. Furthermore, in 7 other disputes we observe positive levels of bilateral
trade for the disputed product in the year of the violation (just not the year before), suggesting that the violation is
occurring in the same year that the complainant starts exporting to the respondent. Finally, the other disputes also
appear related to issues of market entry; e.g., Argentina initiated a dispute attempting to remove policies that would
allow it to enter the Indian pharmaceutical market, New Zealand initiated a dispute attempting to remove strict
phytosanitary barriers so as to enter the Australian apple market, and the Ukraine initiated a dispute against
Moldova’s environmental restrictions.
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Fig. 2 Levels of bilateral trade and scope of products subject to WTO dispute, 1995–2011.
Source: constructed by the authors. [††] indicates that, for ease of exposition and due to the long right tails, we
have truncated the right tail at $1 billion (for the value of trade) and at 50 products (for the count of HS-06 codes)

large number of small stakes disputes is perhaps surprising, given that the minimum
private sector legal fees for litigating even a relatively simple dispute through to the basic
Panel Report stage are likely to range from $250,000 to $750,000, depending on the law
firm involved.16 On the other hand, 19.5% of cases covered more than 50 HS-06 products,
and 14.9% of the caseload involved annual bilateral trade between the complainant and
the respondent in disputed products that was more than $1 billion per year.
Table 2 provides additional detail from both the means and quartiles of the distribution for these variables, as well as the levels of the bilateral (complainant-respondent)
import market shares for the disputed products. First, the mean number of products at
issue in a WTO dispute is 84.2 HS-06 codes, whereas the median number of products
affected in a dispute is only 6.5. Second, the mean value of bilateral (respondent from
complainant) imports in the disputed products is $742.7 million, whereas the median
value is only $66.1 million. Third, the mean of the complainant’s share of the
respondent’s import market covering these disputed products was 21.0%, whereas the
median share is only 11.7%.
Furthermore, at the lower end of the distribution in Table 2, a full 25% of disputes
challenge policies that affect two or fewer HS-06 products, less than $5.0 million in
bilateral imports, and where the complainant had less than a 2.5% share of the
respondent’s import market in the disputed products. At the upper end, 25% of the
16

This is based on confidential interviews with a small sample of private sector lawyers based at different law firms
with significant experience working on WTO litigation. Each was given the following identical hypothetical
scenario, “Suppose your firm were to litigate from inception through the Panel Report (only, no appeal) a relatively
straightforward WTO dispute between two transparent and small countries. As a more concrete example, suppose
the litigants are two Central American countries and you are hired by the complainant to pursue a formal dispute over
the other country's allegedly WTO-inconsistent application of an antidumping duty. Assume furthermore that this
particular dispute did not involve supplemental costs such as hiring expert economic witnesses or providing other
outside technical expertise. What is your best estimate for what the minimum charge to the client in litigation fees
would be for the work?” This is in line with what we note is even the Advisory Centre on WTO Law’s estimated
charges of $200,000 to its Category B members (ACWL 2007); i.e., the true costs to the Advisory Centre for legal
services provided are also subsidized by its endowment (established from high-income country donors) and
membership fees.
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Variables constructed from HS-06 import data taken from the year prior to the policy implementation for ‘policy change’ disputes and the year before the initiation of the WTO request
for consultations for the ‘no policy change’ disputes. Standard deviations in the parentheses. ***, **, * indicate Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of difference in distributions for the ‘policy
change’ versus ‘no policy change’ disputes was statistically significant at the 1, 5, or 10% level, respectively

Number of observations (disputes)

21.0
(25.4)

742.7
(2,433.6)

Value of bilateral imports in disputed
products (millions of 2005 $)

Complainant's share of respondent’s
disputed product import market (%)

84.2
(243.4)

Number of disputed HS-06 products
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All

Policy
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All
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change
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Table 2 Bilateral trade in products involved in WTO disputes over import policies, 1995-2011
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cases feature WTO challenges to policies that cover more than 34 HS-06 products per
dispute, more than $472.0 million in bilateral trade in the disputed products, and in
which the complainant had more than a 28.6% share of the respondent’s import market
in the disputed products. The number of HS-06 products and the value of bilateral
imports reveal means that are significantly higher than the values at the 75th percentile
of the distribution; this indicates that there are a few (outlier) disputes at the upper end
of the distribution covering large numbers of products and extremely large values of
bilateral trade in the disputed products.
How do we understand the extreme heterogeneity in the scope of product coverage
as well as the levels of trade under dispute across the distribution of cases? To begin, it
is important to reiterate that research cannot explain the distribution of cases that arise
without some consideration of both the WTO-inconsistent policies that go unchallenged by dispute settlement and some creative empirical strategy to address potential
selection effects. However, we speculate here on potential contributing factors for
future research. Assume, for example, that governments make their decision to litigate
over a particular trading partner’s WTO violating policy using some sort of welfaremaximizing, expected cost-benefit calculus.17
First, complainant countries may face different costs to litigate otherwise identical
cases. For example, introduction of the Advisory Centre on WTO Law (ACWL) in
2001 has established at least a two-tiered cost structure for potential litigants – lowincome country users of the ACWL receive highly subsidized legal services to which
non-users of the ACWL do not have access.18
Second, the government’s objective function used to decide whether to challenge
any potential WTO violation may be more complex than that implied by this simple
one time, social-welfare maximizing cost-benefit framework. Governments may also
be motivated by domestic politics and place a higher weight on the benefits arising to
particular domestic firms with trade dispute interests relative to its costs (Davis 2012).
Alternatively, even national-welfare maximizing governments may pursue disputes in
which the economic costs exceed the industry-level benefits if the expected outcome
arising from that dispute has significant positive externalities. For example, potential
externalities may include precedent-setting (Pelc forthcoming), especially if this model
is reformulated as a repeated game.19
Third, the set of potential violations for countries to choose between when deciding
which disputes to initiate may not be unbiased. Maggi and Staiger (2011), for example,
17
The level of trade is frequently used as a proxy for the size of the economic profits associated with the trade;
i.e., higher economic profits implies more resources that would be available to pay for the litigation costs
associated with enforcement. For a greater discussion of these issues in the context of WTO dispute settlement,
see Bown (2009, chapter 5).
18
Between its inception in 2001 and 2011, the ACWL provided the legal services on behalf of either a
complainant or respondent in more than 35 WTO disputes, or almost 20% of all disputes filed during that
period. If the ACWL itself were a WTO member country, it would be the third most frequent litigant during
the period trailing only the US and EU and ahead of China. Bown and McCulloch (2010) provide an empirical
exploration into a number of different margins along which the introduction of the ACWL into WTO dispute
settlement may be affecting the pattern of the subsequent caseload. Busch, Reinhardt, and Shaffer (2009)
provide a broader review of the WTO legal capacity concerns of low-income countries.
19
Alternatively, an interpretation of the simultaneous Boeing-Airbus disputes is that they were part of a
prisoner’s dilemma-like subsidy-setting game, whereby the US and EU used dispute settlement as an attempt
to coordinate (or self-enforce) a reciprocal reduction of subsidies.
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provide a theory that motivates selection bias as arising endogenously based on dispute
settlement rulings. Furthermore, Bown (2002, 2004a) motivates selection bias as
resulting from countries being more likely to violate rules by imposing policies ex
ante against trading partners with limited trade retaliation capacity, given that retaliation
is the ultimate enforcement remedy in WTO dispute settlement.
Our final thought experiment for this section is to use these market access data to
provide a rough estimate of the economic importance of the total trade at stake in these
disputed products. For the 308 cases initiated between 1995 and 2011, the aggregate
annual value of (pre-dispute) respondent imports in disputed products was $937.5
billion, or an average of more than $55 billion per year. Put differently, this suggests
that, on average, the WTO’s dispute settlement system was asked to scrutinize policies
that covered trade in products that were roughly 0.5% of total world imports in 2011.20
3.3 WTO disputes that challenge newly-imposed policies versus non-reformed policies
The statistics in Table 2 also allow for examination of potential differences across WTO
disputes, depending on whether the complainant’s allegation is that the respondent
implemented a WTO-inconsistent policy or that the respondent did not change a policy
that its membership in the WTO requires. We do not have any theoretically-motivated
expectations of potential differences that might arise depending on these two types of
violations. At this stage, we only reiterate that there are more problems with measuring
the market access associated with ‘no policy change’ types of disputes.21
There is little difference in the levels of trade for WTO disputes involving policy
changes versus the disputes over the failure to implement policy changes.
There are two main takeaways from a comparison of the data on WTO disputes
involving policy changes versus those that allege failure to change a policy to implement WTO commitments in Table 2. The first is a simple confirmation of the disparity
in the range of market access described earlier – across both types of violations, there is
vast heterogeneity in the scope of HS-06 products, dollar values of imports, and
complainant’s share of the respondent’s import market of the disputed products.
The second result is that there are no statistically significant differences between the
value of trade involving ‘policy change’ versus ‘no policy change’ disputes. This
20

This $937.5 billion includes bilateral imports between the complainant and respondent in disputes associated with ‘partial’ policies, and all respondent imports in the disputed products when the dispute is associated
with an alleged ‘global’ policy. For ‘policy change’ disputes, the pre-dispute year is the year prior to the
implementation of the disputed policy. The subsequent back of the envelope calculation is derived by using the
WTO's world import figure in 2011 (excluding intra-EU trade) of $14,485 billion, which we use our price
deflator to convert to $10,882 billion (in 2005 dollars); i.e., $55 billion is 0.5% of total world imports in 2011.
21
For the “no policy change” category of WTO disputes, we are forced to rely on data from the year prior to
the initiation of the WTO dispute, since we have not observed a pre-dispute year in which an arguably WTOconsistent policy had been in effect. In these disputes, the product coverage and the import market share
variables may contain some useful information; nevertheless, the data on import values are only likely to
reveal a lower bound for the level of the complainant’s market access interests. The count of HS-06 products
defined in the dispute is likely to be unbiased; however, estimates of even the complainant’s share of the
respondent’s import market are not likely to accurately reflect the relative importance of the complainant to the
import market if the respondent’s policy (that has never been made WTO consistent) had been imposed on a
basis that violates basic MFN treatment.
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evidence is based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test that compares the
distributions across subsamples of disputes, a non-parametric test that is sensitive to differences in both the location and the shape of the two cumulative
distribution functions. K-S tests reveal some evidence that the import market
shares of complainants are lower in the ‘no policy change’ disputes, and that
the scope of product coverage is somewhat higher in the ‘no policy change’
disputes. Nevertheless, we do not stress these differences given the underlying
measurement concerns for these market access indicators for the smaller subsample of ‘no policy change’ disputes.
3.4 WTO disputes over policy changes and changes to complainant-respondent trade
Next consider Table 3, which provides summary statistics on the subsample of 240
disputes in which the respondent is alleged to have imposed a newly WTO-inconsistent
policy. The lower two-thirds of the table reveals new indicators for the changes in
bilateral (complainant-respondent) trade in the disputed products associated with the
timing of the imposition of the policy.
The value of bilateral trade in products subject to the WTO dispute tends to fall after
imposition of the allegedly WTO-inconsistent policy, with immediate declines on
average for both import volumes and prices.
To begin, there is evidence of a basic decline in respondent imports from the
complainant in the disputed products associated with the timing of the imposition
of an allegedly WTO-inconsistent policy. Once again, these data do not control for a
number of other factors that may also influence how trade changes over time.
Across disputes, Table 3 reveals that the value of bilateral imports in the disputed
products fell by an average of $56.3 million, and the average decline in bilateral
imports was 21.5%. Furthermore, complainants suffer an average of a 2.2 percentage point reduction in their share of the respondent’s import market in the disputed
products. Nevertheless, because the standard deviations in the data reported in the
table remain sizeable, we conclude that there is also substantial heterogeneity across
the distribution of disputes.22
Table 3 also breaks out the inter-temporal changes in trade values associated with the
timing of the allegedly WTO-inconsistent policy to changes in trade volumes and prices
of the complainant’s exports of the disputed products. Basic economic theory predicts
that a respondent’s implementation of an import-restricting policy would shift backward the downward-sloping import demand curve. The result of this shift should be a
reduction to both the equilibrium level of import volumes (quantities) and prices, ceteris
paribus. The results from the first column of Table 3 indicate that these policy changes
are associated with reductions, on average, to both trade volumes and exporter-received
prices. Nevertheless, we caution against any temptation to compare the size of the
average volume reduction to the price reduction in order to draw inference on disputed
product elasticities, especially without any comparable information on the patterns for
22
At the upper end of the distribution, there are also some disputes in which bilateral trade in the disputed
products and the complainant’s import market share actually increase after imposition of the policy.
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Table 3 Bilateral trade in WTO disputes over policy changes, by income level
All (Policy Complainant, at means
Respondent, at means
change)
Low
High
K-S Low
High
K-S
income income
Test income income
Test
Number of disputed HS-06 products

60.2
(158.9)

46.3
(141.7)

73.7
(173.5)

***

73.9
(196.6)

50.2
(123.7)

Value of bilateral imports in disputed
products (millions of 2005 $)

741.4
(2,611.1)

258.9
(771.3)

1,208.2
(3,527.7)

***

224.6
(919.8)

1,123.4
(3,305.2)

***

Change in value of imports ($)

−56.3
(577.0)

−12.0
(152.8)

−99.2
(794.5)

5.0
(224.0)

−101.6
(734.1)

***

Percent change in value of imports (%)

−21.5
(137.3)

−24.7
(181.3)

−18.5
(79.6)

−28.1
(185.3)

−16.5
(85.7)

Percent change in volume of imports (%)

−24.1
(95.5)

−21.2
(108.2)

−26.8
(82.4)

−22.1
(118.2)

−25.5
(76.6)

Percent change in exporter-received
prices/unit values (%)

−0.6
(30.8)

−3.6
(30.2)

2.2
(31.3)

−2.4
(34.0)

0.6
(28.5)

Complainant's share of respondent’s
disputed product import market (%)

22.7
(26.3)

20.8
(25.7)

24.6
(26.9)

31.3
(29.7)

16.3
(21.5)

***

Change in market share

−2.2
(14.1)

−3.0
(15.2)

−1.5
(12.9)

−3.8
(17.2)

−1.0
(11.1)

*

Number of observations (disputes)

240

118

122

102

*

138

Note: Variables constructed from HS-06 import data taken from the year prior to the disputed policy change
for the variables constructed in levels and a comparison to the year after the imposed policy change for the
variables constructed as changes. Standard deviations in the parentheses. ***, **, * indicate that the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of difference in distributions for the low income versus high income subsamples
of disputes was statistically significant at the 1, 5, or 10% level, respectively

products subject to WTO-inconsistent policies that have gone unchallenged by formal
disputes.23 Such a comparison is not particularly meaningful in isolation for a number
of reasons, including because prices are likely to be ‘sticky’ in the short run period over
which we are measuring changes in exporter-received prices around the imposition of
the policy.
As a final thought experiment for this section, consider the cumulative
change in market access aggregated over all 240 disputes initiated between
1995 and 2011 that are associated with a newly-imposed and allegedly WTOinconsistent policy. Such an aggregation reveals that, in total, imports in the
disputed products were $60.4 billion less in the year after the policy change
than they were in the year prior to the policy change that is subjected to the
WTO litigation.24

23
Some import demand and foreign export supply elasticity estimates are available in the literature from, for
example, Kee, Nicita, and Olarreaga (2008) and Broda, Limão, and Weinstein (2008), respectively.
24
This value includes the change in bilateral imports in the disputed product between the complainant and
respondent in disputes associated with partial policies, and the change in all respondent imports in the disputed
products when the dispute is associated with an alleged global policy.
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3.5 Dispute characterization, by country income categories
The second set of columns in Table 3 allows for a comparison based on whether the
complainant was a high or low-income economy. This may be a useful comparison
given the policy concern that low-income countries may not have sufficient access to
dispute settlement to protect their market access interests because it is complex and
costly. To what extent are low-income complainant disputes different from high-income
complainant disputes?
Disputes with high income complainants involve more products and bilateral trade
that is larger in value; however, scaled measures indicate similar changes to market
access for disputes initiated by low-income complainants.
Table 3 provides evidence from a number of indicators that high-income complainants
initiate disputes with more market access at stake, on average, than low-income
complainants. In particular, high-income complainants initiate disputes that involve
more HS-06 products and larger import values for those products under dispute; the KS tests indicate statistically significant differences between these two distributions
overall. Furthermore, the mean count of HS-06 products is 46.3 for low-income
complainants as compared to 73.7 for high-income complainants, and the mean value
of bilateral imports in disputed products is $258.9 million for low-income complainants, compared to $1.2 billion for high-income complainants.
Nevertheless, once we redefine the trade data as shares of the respondent’s import
market or as differences in percentage terms, there are no statistically significant
differences in the distribution of disputes initiated by low-income complainants relative
to disputes initiated by high-income complainants. And while the differences between
the two categories of complainants are not statistically significant, it is worth noting that
low-income complainant disputes, on average, involve larger percent changes to the
value of bilateral imports associated with the timing of the policy change (24.7% versus
18.5% reduction) and reductions in import market share (3.0 versus 1.5 percentage
points) than high-income complainant disputes.
The final two columns of Table 3 present information from the means of subsamples
of disputes split by whether the respondent was a low- or high-income country. The
main statistical differences between the distributions of these two subsamples of disputes are that, not surprisingly, high-income respondent cases on average feature larger
market access levels and larger absolute declines in trade values, and percent declines in
trade volumes, relative to cases initiated against low-income respondents. On the other
hand, WTO challenges to low income respondent policies involve complainants having
significantly larger import market shares and losses to those market shares.

4 Types of policy violations under dispute, and complainant versus
non-complainant trade
This section explores potential differences in trade flows associated with disputes that
allege the respondent has implemented a WTO-inconsistent policy, based on whether
the policy was ‘global’ versus ‘partial.’ That is, we examine whether there are
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differences in trade flows depending on how the policy under dispute was applied to
non-complainant exporters.
We begin this section by only comparing complainant-respondent to complainantrespondent trade across the two different policy categories. We then turn to a comparison
of the complainant-respondent trade to the third country (non-complainant)-respondent
trade, both overall and then broken out by the two types of policies under dispute.
4.1 Comparing complainant-respondent trade in disputes based on global versus partial
policies
Table 4 compares disputes based on the nature of the respondent’s alleged policy and
whether it was imposed on a global versus partial basis.
There is little statistical difference in the levels of respondent imports from
complainants between disputes involving global policies versus disputes involving partial policies.
Specifically, Table 4 provides evidence of substantial dispersion in product scope, trade
value coverage, and the complainant’s import market share at stake for both global and
partial policy disputes. Both types of policies under dispute feature 2 HS-06 codes per
dispute at the 25th percentile, roughly 30 HS-06 products at the 75th percentile, and
more than 50 HS-06 products at the mean – indicating a few outliers at the high end of
the distribution with large numbers of affected product codes. The two types of disputes
involve bilateral (respondent from complainant) trade flows of $4.3 and $5.0 million at
the 25th percentile and of $420.3 million and $449.1 million at the 75th percentile for
global and partial policies, respectively. In both subsamples of disputes, the mean
values are also higher than values at the 75th percentile, indicating the presence of a
few outliers at the high end of the distribution with large trade values at stake. Finally,
the complainant’s share of the respondent’s import market is also similar in global
policy versus partial policy disputes.
Overall, there is no statistically significant difference in the distributions for the
variables characterizing the potential scope and levels of market access at stake based
on different types of policies. These results from Table 4 are therefore consistent with
what we have already observed in Table 2. Without controlling for other factors – such
as income levels or product characteristics – there is no evidence that ‘global’ versus
‘partial’ policy disputes on their own feature differences in product scope or levels of
complainant market access at stake.
However, a number of inter-temporal measures of the complainant’s disputed
exports to the respondent behave differently depending on whether the policy under
dispute is global versus partial
The lower half of Table 4 reveals some evidence of differences in changes to complainantrespondent trade associated with implementation of the WTO-inconsistent policies under
dispute, depending on the nature of the underlying policy being challenged. The first
statistically significant differential arises through a comparison of the distributions of the
disputes’ percent changes in import values associated with the timing of policy imposition.
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Table 4 Bilateral trade in WTO disputes over ‘Global’ versus ‘Partial’ policies
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On average, the value of imports falls by 36.4% in partial policy disputes, while it increases
by 1.2% in global policy disputes. Second, the statistical differences across dispute
distributions for the percent changes in import volumes are even stronger; on average,
the volume of imports in partial policy disputes falls by 42.0%, while import volumes in
global policy disputes increase by 5.5%. Finally, we point out the potential differences in
the changes to exporter-received prices across global versus partial policies, even though
the K-S test reveals that differences in the two distributions are not statistically significant.
Exporter-received prices fall by an average of 3.2% in global policy disputes, whereas
exporter-received prices actually increase slightly (0.9%) on average in partial policy
disputes.
Figure 3 presents kernel density estimates of the probability density functions of the
global and partial policy subsamples for these three variables in which their changes are
defined around the year that disputed policy was implemented: i) the percentage change
in value of bilateral, disputed product imports, ii) the percent change in its volume, and
iii) the percent change in its exporter-received price. 25 Again, the figure visually
confirms the evidence from the K-S test in Table 4 that the differential percent change
in import values and volumes between global and partial policy disputes is not limited
to the means but is also present across the full distributions of disputes.
What might explain the patterns behind the differences between the types of policy
under dispute? Compare disputes over global policies – e.g., challenges to implementation of a domestic regulation, subsidy, or tax that the respondent equally applies to all
foreign export sources of the product under disputes – to disputes over partial policies –
e.g., challenges to implementation of a policy such as antidumping that the respondent
selectively applies against the complainant and for which other exporters are excluded.
Respondent policies that apply to all exporters lead to relatively smaller losses to trade
values and volumes and relatively larger potential declines in exporter-received prices
than do respondent policies that apply to a selective set of exporters.
One contributing explanation may be that disputes involving antidumping in particular
are different, and this is driving the results of the partial policy sample.26 The substantial
research literature on antidumping reveals that it has a number of peculiar features as an
import-restricting policy. For example, in the United States it may be counterproductive for
the (complainant) exporter to attempt to retain market share and stabilize the volume of its
exports by further lowering its prices in response to the import restriction. Because the size
of the antidumping duty is calculated retrospectively, a further reduction of its export price
may simply result in the antidumping authority increasing the size of the calculated
dumping margin and thus the size of the import duty that it imposes.27
25

Kernel density estimation is essentially a non-parametric method of estimating probability density functions
that operates much like a histogram but incorporates a weighting function (known as the kernel) to smooth the
density. The densities in Fig. 3 employ an Epanechnikov kernel function.
26
Disputes over antidumping account for 62% of our subsample of partial policies, and a large share of these
antidumping disputes challenge US-imposed antidumping. While not reported in the table, a comparison
between antidumping and other partial policy disputes indicates that antidumping violations are associated
with even larger decreases in trade volumes (46.2% compared to 34.1% on average) and increases in unit
prices (1.9% increase compared to a 0.9% decrease on average), although these differences are not statistically
significant.
27
Blonigen and Haynes (2002, 2010), for example, provide a discussion and empirical analysis of US
antidumping duties and implications for export prices based on an Canadian steel exports. See also Kelly
(2010).
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Fig. 3 Percent changes in trade in products subject to WTO dispute, by type of policy.
Source: constructed by the authors. Percent change in variable (value, volume, price) of the respondent’s
bilateral imports of the disputed product from the complainant in the year after the imposition of the alleged
WTO violating policy in comparison to the year before the imposition of the policy. Kernel density estimates
with tails trimmed

On the other hand, it is also important to point out that these particular differences
may be spurious and arise due to standard problems of using unit values at the HS-06
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level, which can be a relatively noisy measures of prices. For example, the HS-06 level
is still relatively aggregated in that it is may be comprised of many underlying varieties
of HS-08 or HS-10 varieties with different uses, made of different qualities and by
heterogeneous firms with differential markups. As an extreme example to illustrate the
point, suppose a respondent’s policy targets only the lowest-priced HS-08 variety and
completely eliminates all imports of that variety. The result may be that unit values at
the HS-06 level increase even though the HS-06 level price increase does not reveal
any useful information about the price change happening at the underlying HS-08 level
by definition. An open research question is whether there are any greater measurement
problems involved in using HS-06 data for partial policy disputes, relative to global
policy disputes.
We conclude this section by considering why potential differentials may be useful
for empirical research on determinants of WTO dispute settlement activity. Consider,
for example, a study like Bown (2005b), that explores the question of which of the
exporters hit by previously-imposed antidumping duties will ultimately challenge those
duties under formal WTO dispute settlement, or a modified version of Bown (2005a),
that would examine the set of all previously-imposed and MFN-conforming global
safeguard measures and the question of which of those exporters will challenge those
measures. Would any of the measures in Table 4 that indicate evidence of differences
between policy types under dispute turn out to be useful in explaining the separate (and
arguably more important) selection question? Are these potential determinants of which
WTO-inconsistent applications of trade policy, out of the universe of all applied policy
actions, within a class of policies actually face a formal dispute?
4.2 Comparing respondent disputed product imports from complainants versus
non-complainants
Our final exercise involves an expansion of the set of exporters of the disputed product to
the respondent’s market beyond the complainant. We use the disaggregated HS-06 level
trade data to reveal all of the countries that export the disputed product to the respondent
market. Given that an increasing body of research examines the role of non-complainant
exporters in WTO disputes, we argue that an important starting point involves stepping
back and understanding the levels of and changes to the trade in the disputed products
that non-complainant exporters may also have at stake under WTO litigation.28
Consider Table 5 which breaks out non-complainant exporters into two further
categories – those exporters that, in the process of the dispute, formally identify
themselves as being an interested third party, versus all other ‘non-participant’ exporters.
Relative to non-complainants, complainants have larger exports and market share,
and on average suffer larger market access reductions according to a number of
different measures.
First, we use the data on market access levels in Table 5 to compare complainant
exports to the respondent in the disputed products to non-complainant exports to the
28
Examples of research examining various aspects of non-complainant activity in formal WTO dispute
settlement include Bown (2004c, 2005a), Busch and Reinhardt (2006), and Johns and Pelc (2013).
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Table 5 Respondent imports of disputed products from complainants, interested third parties, and nonparticipants
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respondent. The first column reveals that, across the entire sample of disputes,
complainant exports are larger ($741.4 million), on average, than exports from
formal third parties ($463.6 million) and nonparticipants ($43.4 million).
Furthermore, the complainant’s share of the respondent’s import market in the
disputed products is much larger (22.7%), on average, than the third party exporters’ share (6.2%), which itself is larger than the non-participants’ share (0.9%).
We note in both instances that the middle and right-most columns of Table 5
indicate that the ordering of these relationships is present across both the global
policy and the partial policy subsamples of disputes.
In the full sample of disputes, complainants also tend to suffer larger changes to
market access than non-complainants. On average, complainant bilateral exports
in the disputed product fall by $56.3 million, compared to an $8.7 million increase
for non-participants and a $53.7 million average increase for third parties. The
complainant suffers a 2.2 percentage point reduction in its share of the respondent’s disputed product import market, whereas the average third party exporter’s
market share falls by 0.1 percentage point, and the non-participant increases its
market share by 0.1 percentage point. The value of the complainant’s bilateral
exports in the disputed product falls by 21.5%, compared to a 3.5% reduction for
third parties, and an 11.8% average increase for non-participants. The volume of
the complainant’s bilateral exports in the disputed product falls by 24.1%, compared to a 3.2% increase for third parties, and an 11.2% average increase for nonparticipants.
Among all exporters of the disputed product to the respondent, in global policy
disputes, complainants not only experience the largest negative impacts to their export
values, volumes, and market shares, but there is weak evidence that their exporters also
suffer the largest average decline in prices.
Once again, the policies in ‘global’ types of disputes apply to all of the respondent’s
trading partners. While we admittedly do not control for other factors likely to affect
dispute initiation, it is reassuring from this data that the complainant country – which is
revealed through its role as the initiator of the dispute as the exporter able to overcome
the collective action problem – is much larger on average and more negatively affected
by the policy than the average non-complainant exporter.
On the other hand it is important to clarify that we cannot make the same claim for
the ‘partial’ policy subsample of disputes for at least two reasons. The first is because
the implemented policy itself is selective; i.e., the respondent may have endogenously
used the fact that the complainant is a large exporter of the disputed product in its
calculation to impose the policy on that country in the first place. Second, Table 5 does
not distinguish between different types of non-complainant exporters and thus does not
provide information on which countries the respondent treated like the complainant and
to which the respondent did not apply the policy.
Next, one interesting and new result from the subsample of disputes over ‘global’
policies concerns the percent change in export prices. Recall that in global policy
disputes the allegedly WTO-inconsistent policy has been imposed on a relatively MFNconforming basis that thereby negatively impacts all foreign sources of the disputed
product. On average in this subsample, the complainant’s exporters suffer a larger
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decline in their prices for the disputed product (3.2% price decline) relative to third
parties and nonparticipants (both experience a 1.9% decline). While these differences
are not statistically significant, their ranking suggests that within the set of disputes over
policies that negatively affect many exporting countries, suffering the largest price
decline may contribute to why the complainant country is the one to step forward to
initiate and potentially litigate the dispute at the WTO.
The impact on prices for the ‘partial’ policies under dispute is quite different, though this is also subject to caveats. Complainant export prices to the
respondent increase by 0.9% on average, whereas third country export prices
decline by 5.0%. This is consistent with an average outcome whereby third
party exporters lower their price alongside the respondent’s policy imposition
against the complainant, perhaps with the intention of increasing their shares of
the respondent’s import market. While we do not speculate on explanations
behind any such pattern, thereby leaving a formal investigation for future
research, we do reiterate that confirmation would also require distinguishing
between whether non-complainant exporters were subject to or beneficiaries of
the allegedly WTO-inconsistent respondent’s ‘partial’ policy.
Complainants typically have lower-priced exports of the disputed products to the
respondent than the other categories of exporting countries.
Our final comparison concerns the relative levels of unit prices for the three different
categories of exporting countries to the respondent. Interestingly, Table 5 reveals the
complainant as the low-priced supplier to the respondent, on average, relative to the
third party exporters as well as the nonparticipant exporters. There is evidence of this in
the full sample of disputes – i.e., 1.1 for complainants, relative to 1.5 for third party
exporters and 6.1 for non-participants – as well as in both the global policy and partial
policy subsamples. While we again do not stress these results given the caveats
associated with using HS-06 unit values to proxy for exporter-received prices, it is still
worth considering the potential implications of the complainant being the low-priced
exporter.
First, such an empirical result would be mildly surprising for the sample of ‘global’
policy disputes for at least one reason. Recall in global policy disputes that the
respondent’s alleged WTO-violating policy does not single out one exporter but is
instead imposed on a relatively MFN-conforming basis that adversely affects all foreign
sources of the disputed product similarly. The empirical evidence and intuition drawn
from the ‘quality ladders’ literature (e.g., Schott 2004; Khandelwal 2010) suggests that
higher prices across exporters within a HS-06 product category may be indicative of
varieties that are of higher quality, and produced by firms that can potentially charge
higher mark-ups and earn higher profits. However, if there is a significant fixed cost to
any particular exporter pursuing a WTO dispute as a complainant, then within the set of
all exporters of a disputed product to the respondent, we might expect higher-priced
exporters to have the greatest capacity to take the lead in initiating WTO disputes,
ceteris paribus. While the approach does not control for other important factors, there is
no evidence of this in the data. If anything, the differences between the complainant,
third party, and nonparticipant average price levels are larger in global policy disputes
than in partial policy disputes.
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On the other hand, the result that the complainant has lower average export prices is
not unexpected for partial policy disputes, though this is also likely due to policy
endogeneity. Again consider WTO challenges to a respondent’s policy like antidumping, which makes up a considerable share of the partial policy sample of disputes. In
these disputes, the respondent’s policy is deliberately applied against exporting countries whose import prices are too ‘low.’ And while the definition of low is typically
made in relation to the exporter’s own sales in another market, it is also consistent with
prices being low relative to other foreign export sources of those products (such as third
parties and non-participants). Finally, for this subsample of ‘partial’ policy disputes, a
further comparison of price changes between complainants and third parties would also
need to address whether or not a particular country was excluded from the respondent’s
policy application.

5 Conclusion
This paper establishes a set of basic empirical facts on the product-level trade that is
affected by the policies that trigger litigation under the WTO’s formal dispute settlement provisions. We construct a new data set that contains a mapping of WTO disputed
policies to disaggregated trade data, and we use it to characterize the scope, levels, and
changes to the trade values, market shares, volumes and prices of products that become
subject to litigation.
Our most striking result is the wide variation of levels of affected trade and scope of
targeted products across WTO disputes. Nevertheless, we also reveal sensible patterns
to the trade data for the policies under dispute. For example, both high- and low-income
complainants tend to suffer losses in foreign market access in the products under
dispute once the data are scaled as market shares or in percentage terms. We also show
the importance of addressing the differences between disputes challenging ‘global’
versus ‘partial’ policies, in terms of how the respondent’s policy treats non-complainant
trading partners. We find that, relative to partial policy disputes, global policies trigger
smaller reductions in import values and volumes, and we even provide some weak
evidence of larger reductions in exporter-received prices. Finally, amongst all of the
exporting countries affected by global policies, a number of different measures find that
the complainant is, on average, much larger and suffers larger average changes to
affected trade than the other potential litigants.
Our results contribute to an emerging theoretical literature seeking to model various
features of WTO dispute settlement (e.g., Maggi and Staiger 2011, 2013, forthcoming;
Staiger and Sykes 2013; Beshkar 2010a,b; and Park 2011). The arrival of additional
theory in this area is especially welcomed, given that a likely contributor to the lack of
progress toward a deeper empirical understanding of dispute settlement and its role in
trade agreements is because existing research has been only loosely guided by theory.
The empirical patterns that emerge from our analysis may be useful in helping to shape
theorists’ modeling priorities in mutually advantageous ways so that future rigorous
empirical work might also be more properly grounded in theory.
A second important goal of this paper has been to present a synthesis of some key
facts about market access under WTO dispute settlement. One broad fear is that the
failure of the existing literature to provide robust empirical insights about traded
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products and market access may result in misunderstandings or even mischaracterizations of what WTO dispute settlement is about. A more targeted fear is that the failure
of researchers to properly account for potential variation in this critical aspect of the
underlying dispute – i.e., the disputed product trade that is adversely affected by the
eventual respondent’s policy that triggers the dispute – may lead to the standard
econometric problem of omitted variable bias. The failure to properly control for the
trading interests that countries have in a potential dispute may severely affect the
credibility of any empirical results, even if the importance of the trade at stake in the
dispute is not the researcher’s main question of interest.

Data Appendix
Trade data We match each dispute to the six digit Harmonized System (HS-06) codes
impacted by the policy under dispute. The dispute settlement database developed by
Horn and Mavroidis (2008) includes the HS codes associated with most of the disputes
filed prior to 2006. We collect the HS codes associated with later cases from official
government documents, including World Trade Organization dispute documents
and domestic reports. In some cases, we translate verbal descriptions of the
products in question into HS codes using the appropriate nomenclature. When
disputes involve products at a more disaggregated level of trade than the HS-06
level, we report all HS-06 codes within the more aggregate product category.
We include product codes associated with any case involving trade in products
at the two-digit HS product level or higher levels of aggregation. When
necessary, we adjust the HS codes to account for changes in the nomenclature
that took place in 1996, 2002, and 2007 using the concordances developed by
the United Nations Statistics Division.
We collect import data (both value and where available volume) from UN Comtrade
via the World Bank’s World Integrated Trade Solutions (WITS) database. Trade values
are converted to real imports (2005, constant US dollars) using the IMF’s World Import
Deflator.29
We aggregate the trade data of the countries of the European Union into a single
entity; for each dispute the European Union is defined by the countries who were
members during the year that the alleged violation occurred, or during the year that the
dispute was initiated in those disputes targeting failures to implement Uruguay Round
concessions or accession agreements.30
Trade volumes and unit values We utilize trade volumes (measured in kilograms) and
unit values in our analysis only when we observe volume data for at least 80% of the
29
We code all imports classified in the Comtrade dataset as coming from “Asia, not elsewhere specified” as
coming from Taiwan.
30
The WITS database is missing trade data for a number of European Union members prior to 1993, thus for
the four disputes in which the violation occurred in 1993 the European Union is defined as imports from a 7
country subset of members (Germany, Portugal, Greece, Denmark, Ireland, Spain and the Netherlands), while
for the single dispute in which the violation took place in 1991, the European Union data includes imports
from Germany, Greece and Denmark. We are clearly underestimating the volume and value of trade involved
in these disputes.
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HS-06 codes associated with the dispute. We calculate unit values in the dispute as the
volume weighted average of unit values (the observed ratio of the real import value to
the volumes reported in the Comtrade database) across HS-06 codes associated with the
dispute. Based on these definitions, volume and unit value data are missing for slightly
over 17% of our sample of 308 disputes.
Policy data We collect data on whether the dispute is associated with a policy
change (and the date of the alleged violation) using WTO dispute settlement
documents and other official government documents referring to policy changes,
as well as the World Bank’s Temporary Trade Barriers Database (Bown 2013).
Disputes that involve regulations that had been implemented prior to 1988, or
were associated with a failure to implement concessions made either during the
Uruguay Round Agreement or accession negotiations were classified as involving “no policy change.”
Definition of ‘global’ versus ‘partial’ policies Constructed by the authors based on the
nature of the allegations involved in the dispute. All disputes that were associated with
policy changes that had a differential effect on the respondent’s trading partners were
classified as a partial policy.
Definition of low-income versus high-income High-income countries are those the
World Bank defined as high-income as of 2012, while low-income countries are all
others.
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